
A PLATFORM ONE 
MANAGED SERVICE

DIGITAL VAULT

Are you struggling 
with managing and 
controlling your 
growing data?
A challenge in todays IT environments 
is being able to manage and control the 
growth of data across multiple platforms, 
applications and locations, coupled with the 
security and compliance requirements that 
are constantly changing. 

With over 20 years experience, Advent One 
is well placed to provide the platforms and 
services to support organisations in this 

challenge, ensuring customers have 
their data where they need it; 
when they need it.

Our private Digital Vault provides 
a flexible capacity and cost 

effective object storage 
that can be used for 
data lakes, archiving, 
backup, fabric pool or a 
snap-mirror DR target, 
tapped into a global 
cloud connected network 

storage capacity.

This can provide for short, medium, and 
long-term timeframes with a simple low 
cost pricing model, allowing customers 
the flexibility to extend their on-premise 
footprint. In addition we can eliminate lock 
into any cloud with no ingress or egress 
costs, you will have access to your data 
when you need it

Built-in security provides the ability for 
simplified identity federation, multifactor 
authentication and encryption, in-flight 
and at-rest. This means you can meet 
the compliance requirements for most 
regulators in today’s security-conscious 
world.

The Advent One Digital Vault is one of the 
offerings in our extensive Managed Services 
portfolio, allowing customers to build a 
personalised and agile platform to support 
your business.

We are confident in our delivery of storage 
services and what we can offer. We would 
love the opportunity to showcase how our 
private Digital Vault can streamline your 
operational challenges. 

If you would like to take advantage and 
see our customer centric platform in person, 
please contact info@adventone.com.

Advent One can accelerate your 
cloud journey through packaging 
and integrating tried and tested 
components.

PLEASE CONTACT INFO@ADVENTONE.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION
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PLATFORM ONE
ADVENT ONE MANAGED SERVICE PLATFORM

MELBOURNE 
HWT Tower,  

Level 14, 40 City Road 
Southbank VIC 3006

SYDNEY 
IBM Centre,  

Level 3, 601 Pacific Highway 
St Leonards NSW 2065

ADELAIDE 
147 Pirie Street 

Adelaide SA 5000

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Modern Datacenter
Managed Compute

Managed Hypervisor
Managed Storage
Managed Backup

IBM Power IaaS
X86 HCI IaaS
Storage aaS
Backup aaS

Automated Provisioning

CLOUD

Platform Management
Consolidated Billing

Cost Optimisation
Automated Provisioning/ 

Deployment
Enterprise Backup

Application Performance 
Management

Managed Kubernetes

SECURITY

SIEM as a Service
MFA as a Service

Automated Vulnerability 
Identification & Management

Advent One is an Australian MSP that delivers secure platforms by innovatively deploying 
the world’s leading technologies to help industry-leading organisations to thrive in an ever-
changing world.

Our expertise lies in integrating a multitude of platforms, technologies and environments 
and simplifying how they all work together. 

We are recognised for solving intricate dilemmas, not only by making technologies work 
with each other, but through building foundations that our customers can grow upon in an 
effective and secure way. 

We specialise in hybrid multi-cloud solutions, infrastructure services, managed services 
and cyber security. Our highly experienced team can optimise your existing environments 
and work alongside you to build a strategy to modernise and transform your technology 
footprint for the digital world today.
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